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Abstract: The everyday ability to track what others are thinking, so-called ‘theory of
mind’, has been the subject of hundreds of studies in typically developing (‘neuro
typical’) children and clinical groups, most notably autism. The social and communication deficits that define autism can be understood as direct signs of difficulties in
theory of mind; failure to recognise communicative intentions and difficulty connecting
with another’s interests or viewpoints. Much less consideration has been given to the
developmental or downstream consequences of theory of mind. Here I will argue that
theory of mind is a gatekeeper in neurotypical development, opening the way for a
range of sophisticated abilities, and facilitating learning of new skills and information
through social ‘osmosis’. In autism, where spontaneous theory of mind fails to
develop, we can track downstream consequences; what happens when the gatekeeper
function fails. Interestingly, since gatekeepers keep things out, as well as let things in,
some of the consequences of failure of intuitive and obligatory theory of mind in
autism, may be positive.
Keywords: ‘theory of mind’, autism, neurotypical development, social, communication.

YOUNG CHILDREN ‘READ MINDS’
Aged two and a half, our daughter Poppy delightedly exclaimed: ‘Grandma thought
Mr Moon was Daddy!’, when her grandmother opened the door expecting one person
and finding, to her surprise, a different and unexpected visitor. This memory has stuck
with me because it was a spontaneous demonstration of ‘theory of mind’ (ToM); the
attribution of mental states to explain (or predict) behaviour. Like the now-classic
Sally–Anne false-belief test (see Figure 1), this example shows that Poppy could track
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Figure 1: The Sally–Anne test of the ability to attribute a false belief. (Source: from Frith 1989, with
grateful thanks.)

what her grandmother thought, even when that thought was mistaken or different
from her own.
Although formal and explicit tests like the Sally–Anne task are typically passed
at age three or four years, Poppy is probably not a social savant; implicit ToM tests
(using habituation or anticipatory looking measures) suggest children as young as
15 months may track a character’s mistaken belief (for review see, e.g., Sodian 2011;
but see Heyes 2014, for debate). Indeed, naturalistic studies of toddler interaction and
mental-state talk suggest a rich appreciation of other minds. Failure on explicit ToM
tests may reflect additional task demands (notably in executive functions such as
inhibition), and a natural default to attribute true beliefs.
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My argument in this paper will be that this early emerging ‘mind-reading’ ability
acts as a gatekeeper in development, opening the doors to a range of important
abilities. The downstream effects of mind-reading are thrown into contrast by

examining developmental effects of the absence of spontaneous ToM in individuals
with autism.

AUTISM: IS IT A NEURODEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDER OF MIND-READING?
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental condition diagnosed on
the basis of social and communication impairments plus restricted and repetitive
interests and activities. It is 30 years since Uta Frith, Alan Leslie and Simon BaronCohen demonstrated that children with ASD tended to fail ToM tests like the Sally–
Anne false-belief task, in contrast to typically developing children or those with
Downs Syndrome of the same mental age (Baron-Cohen et al. 1985). The ToM
account of ASD has not gone unchallenged; some people with ASD pass ToM tasks,
suggesting ToM impairment is not universal in ASD. However, measures of spontaneous looking behaviour suggest that implicit and automatic ToM is still impaired
even when correct verbal answers are given to the explicit false-belief question (Senju
2013). Indeed, people with ASD often say that working out a social situation feels for
them akin to doing complex mental arithmetic; slow, conscious calculation that is
both taxing and laborious. There is also debate concerning the primacy of ToM
deficits in ASD, which some hypothesise to be secondary to, for example, social
motivation deficits (e.g. Carré et al. 2015). Interestingly, such accounts predicted that
early emerging abnormalities in social looking and smiling in infants with ASD would
precede the much later emergence of ToM in typical development or its impairment
in ASD. However, recent prospective studies of the infant siblings of children with
ASD (who are at higher genetic risk of ASD) have not supported these predictions.
Indeed, results to date suggest that differences in social response before 12 months old
do not reliably distinguish infants who will later be diagnosed with ASD (Ozonoff et
al. 2010). Lastly, the specificity of ToM deficits has been challenged; individual with
intellectual impairment (without ASD) and children born deaf in hearing families
(i.e., not exposed to sign as a first language), often fail ToM tasks. It should be noted,
however, that these groups do not show prominent social impairments, and it therefore seems likely that ToM task failure reflects difficulties with other aspects of the
tests. San José Cáceres et al. (2014) showed, for example, that testing ToM non-
verbally with a simple penny-hiding game revealed much better performance in
intellectually impaired children than in those with ASD.
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The notion that ASD is at heart characterised by impaired mind-reading has been
useful precisely because it makes sense of the particular pattern of social and communication difficulties seen in this heterogeneous group. For example, problems attributing speaker’s intentions can explain the range of communication impairments in
ASD. Absence of any communication makes sense without ToM; why communicate
if you do not recognise that there are minds to contact, different thoughts in different
heads to be transmitted and shared? Grammatically correct but pragmatically
impaired communication also makes sense without ToM; ordinary phrases like ‘Paint
the child next to you’ or ‘We’ll go swimming in the minibus’ are open to puzzling
over-literal interpretation if you do not recognise the speaker’s intention. Difficulty
recognising (second-order) intentions also explains problems distinguishing jokes
from lies from sarcasm.
The ToM account has been useful in providing a way for teachers, parents and
clinicians to understand the mismatch between ASD and ‘neurotypical’ ways of
processing the world. It has also opened the possibility for neuroimaging investigation
of the neural substrates of ToM in neurotypicals and possible differences in ASD (for
review, see, e.g., Koster-Hale & Saxe 2013). The ToM account informed the search for
early markers of ASD, focusing attention, for example, on reduced or absent pretend
play (hypothesised to require attribution of mental states) as a sign of ASD in the
second year of life (Dumont-Mathieu & Fein 2005). It has also suggested new types
of intervention, with many efforts to teach ToM or a circumventing strategy to
allow calculation of mental states (debatably with limited success; Fletcher-Watson
et al. 2014).
It should be recognised, of course, that differences in ToM are not all there is to
ASD. The defining symptoms of rigid and repetitive activity and interests are not well
explained by ToM deficits, and elsewhere I have suggested that ASD may be better
conceptualized as a compound of different and ‘fractionable’ cognitive characteristics
(Happé et al. 2006; Brunsdon & Happé, 2014), including differences (rather than
deficits) in cognitive style that predispose to talent in areas where detail-focus is
advantageous (Happé & Vital 2009). These other aspects of ASD, and recent theories
proposing a single explanation for social and nonsocial features (e.g. Markram &
Markram, 2010), are beyond the scope of the present paper.
While there are hundreds of research articles on testing ToM in individuals with
ASD, there are rather few considering the long-term, developmental or downstream
effects of ‘mind-blindness’. In this paper I would like to consider effects in three areas,
before reflecting on possible limitations for typically developing children caused by
obligatory mind-reading.
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THEORY OF MIND AS A ‘GATEKEEPER’
I want to suggest that the recognition and representation of others’ mental states open
the gates to social learning—both the learning of social information and the learning
of non-social content via social routes. Much of this might pass without notice, were
it not that children with ASD do not readily represent the mental states of others and
hence follow a very different learning trajectory. Here I want to discuss briefly three
downstream effects of the lack of intuitive ToM; on word learning, intelligence and
self-awareness.
Learning Words
Work by Bloom and others has amply demonstrated the social sophistication underlying early language acquisition (Bloom 2000; Brosseau-Liard et al. 2015). To learn
words and their meanings, toddlers track a speaker’s intention by checking eye gaze,
pointing and so forth. They do not simply attach a new word overheard to an
unlabelled object that is their current focus of attention. If they did—instead of
inferring the speaker’s intended referent—frequent mis-mappings might be expected.
Children with ASD, by contrast, would not be expected to recognise the act of
ostension that is pointing and naming, nor would they readily attribute the appro
priate intention to the speaker. Experimental studies suggest that children with autism
do not look to speakers for clues to the intended referent during word learning paradigms in the laboratory (Baron-Cohen et al. 1997). Instead, they may take the novel
label to apply to the object of their (versus the speaker’s) attention, leading to mis-
mappings. This may explain classic examples of ‘irrelevant and metaphorical l anguage’
described as early as 1946 by Leo Kanner; words or utterances with no apparent
communicative meaning in the current situation may be associated with past objects
or events (e.g. a girl with autism who repeated, ‘Dogs don’t cry’, when upset; a boy
who said ‘Peter-eater’ when he saw saucepans, after experiencing pans clattering to the
ground while his mother recited the ‘Peter, Peter, p
 umpkin-eater’ nursery rhyme).
Approximately 20 per cent of children with ASD do not have functional spoken
language, and for the remaining 80 per cent, the ToM deficit account would suggest
that words are learnt in a fundamentally different way from in typical development.
To find out more about how word learning proceeds without ToM ‘opening the gate’,
we are currently collecting information from the parents of children with ASD,
neurotypical development or developmental delay. We constructed a parent survey
with questions relevant to mis-mappings that might occur if associations are formed
undirected by tracking a speaker’s intended referent. To date, we have survey data
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from parents of 61 children with ASD and 76 neurotypical children; we are also
collecting data from parents of developmentally delayed children, matched to the
ASD group for estimated verbal ability, but the number is as yet too small to report.
Parents of children with ASD reported late speech (mean age 32 months for first
words other than mamma/dadda, versus 17 months in the typically developing group),
as has been frequently reported. More interestingly, 31 per cent of the parents of ASD
children were surprised by their first words, compared with 7 per cent in the neuro
typical group. Examples of unusual first words included ‘money’, and whole phrases
such as ‘over the bridge’, or ‘snip snip went the scissors’. More than half (54 per cent)
the parents of children with ASD said their child got and then lost words (versus 1 per
cent in the neurotypical group), so that a word might be said for some days or weeks
and then never heard again. Over half the parents (52 per cent) said their child with
ASD spoke words she or he did not appear to understand when the parents spoke
them (versus 11 per cent in the neurotypical group). Like Kanner’s early cases, 69 per
cent of the ASD children were reported by their parents to use words idiosyncratically
(versus 18 per cent of typically developing c hildren), notable examples being a child
who said ‘beer’ to mean video, and another who said ‘next week’ to refer to ice cream.
These idiosyncratic errors found in the ASD group suggest a different route to
language learning. We may hypothesise that, in the absence of ToM, mis-mappings
are made when novel labels are associated with objects or situations for which the
child has no term. Whether these associations are made in a single instance remains
unclear. Perhaps the loss of words once used reflects failure of one-off a ssociations to
stand up to implicit statistical learning over time, which is suggested to be intact in
ASD (Foti et al. 2015). Indeed, it must be acknowledged that, despite these idiosyncrasies, most children with ASD do learn language (albeit with delay), establishing a
vocabulary that is apparently not unlike that of their non-ASD peers (Boucher 2012;
Haebig et al. 2015). In our survey data so far, most parents said their ASD children
recognised letters and many read with little delay; learning to decode written language
may rely far less on understanding ostension and tracking speaker’s intention than
does spoken word learning. It will be important to establish whether children with
ASD, in the absence of the gatekeeper ToM, learn the agreed meanings of words in a
different way, as this could inform intervention efforts.
Does IQ Measure the Footprint of ToM?
ToM may be a gatekeeper not only to the effortless learning of agreed labels for things,
but also to the acquisition of knowledge and skills through ‘social osmosis’. Kristina
Scheuffgen, Uta Frith, Mike Anderson and I explored whether knowledge and skills
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as measured by conventional IQ tests lagged behind capacity to learn, as assessed by
the inspection time task. Inspection time (duration of exposure needed to make a very
simple perceptual judgement) reflects efficiency of processing and correlates well with
measured IQ in typically developing and intellectually impaired (non-ASD) samples.
Scheuffgen et al. (2000) found that a group of ASD children had inspection times as
fast as those of typically developing children with mean IQ 30 points higher (mean
full IQ 83 versus 118, respectively). In other words, measured IQ was lower than
expected from inspection time in ASD, but not in intellectually impaired children. We
hypothesise that this discrepancy reflects the difficulty of acquiring information
through social routes in ASD. More recently, Greg Wallace showed that inspection
time and IQ did not correlate significantly in ASD, compared with non-ASD samples
(Wallace et al. 2009). Antonia San José Cáceres also replicated the discrepancy
between IQ and inspection time in a lower functioning group with ASD or intellectual
impairment (mean verbal IQ 52 in both groups), again finding inspection times were
much faster than expected in the ASD group (San José Cáceres 2012). These findings
may suggest that we could unlock good learning potential in some people with ASD
by giving non-social routes to acquiring information and skills. As Ros Blackburn,
who speaks so powerfully about her own experience of having ASD, says: ‘It’s the
things you neurotypical are never taught but just ‘know’ that I don’t get’ (personal
communication). A good example is the young man with ASD who, having been
encouraged to buy some deodorant for when he felt hot and sweaty, proceeded to
spray it on his face. Neurotypicals are not taught in school where to spray deodorant,
but we s omehow know it merely from being around others; for people with ASD this
social osmosis may not occur spontaneously because of impaired ToM.
Does Mind-blindness Extend to Own Mind?
A large body of work suggests that attributing mental states to others may be nonintuitive for people with ASD. An interesting question is whether self-awareness is
affected by differences or difficulties in meta-representation. Elsewhere, Dave Williams
and I have reported data from studies of self-awareness in ASD (e.g., Williams &
Happé 2010). These suggest that, for example, reporting one’s own past false belief is
difficult for children with ASD, unless they can use memory of a past utterance to
stand in for memory of a prior (false) belief (Williams & Happé 2009). Children with
ASD also struggled to recognise that a reflex action was not deliberate, or that a
surprise outcome of their action was not what they intended. These findings suggest
that, for at least some people with ASD, the ability to reflect on their own thoughts as
thoughts may be somewhat different from the neurotypical experience.
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It is intriguing to consider the downstream effects of problems in ‘reading own
mind’. Might difficulty reflecting on one’s own thoughts contribute to ‘executive
dysfunction’ in ASD; the well-documented problems in planning, shifting set and
monitoring performance, which make people with ASD so challenged by change and
novelty? Difficulty reflecting on own thoughts might limit mental rehearsal of p
 ossible
events, or imaginative planning of alternative courses of action. ToM and executive
function performance show a significant relationship in both ASD and typical
development (see, e.g., Brunsdon & Happé 2013; Devine & Hughes 2014), and various
explanations have been proposed including task demands in both directions; many
ToM tests require inhibitory control, and some executive tests implicitly tap the ability
to infer the tester’s intention (White 2013). A developmental effect of impaired
self-awareness on reflective executive functions provides an additional possible reason
for correlations between ToM and executive function.
Differences in self-awareness might also impact emotional well-being. Of course,
people with ASD have complex ideas and strong emotions, but differences in how they
reflect on or re-represent those states might result in emotional confusion, or difficulty
in controlling emotions. If so, external scaffolds for reflecting on inner states, such as
diaries, sketches and night-time monologues, might be especially important for people
with ASD.

GATEKEEPERS ALSO KEEP THINGS OUT:
OBLIGATORY SOCIAL INTUITION HAS COSTS
It is remarkable that typically developing children readily track others’ mental states
from such an early age. Does this reflect an evolved preparedness to form the
meta-representations that allow us to capture not merely the real state of affairs (the
ball is in the box), but a person’s propositional attitude towards that state of affairs
(Mary doesn’t know ‘the ball is in the box’)? This is the subject of considerable debate.
However, I would like to suggest that ToM shares at least one property with evolved
or developed cognitive ‘modules’: attributing mental states may be obligatory, in the
presence of relevant trigger stimuli. By analogy, reading is an acquired modular skill
that cannot be turned off at whim; if we see a familiar word in our language we cannot
help but extract its meaning and sound; we cannot choose to see it as a sequence of
meaningless squiggles. In the same way, we cannot resist seeing intention in acts of
ostension; it is almost impossible to pass a group pointing and staring at the sky
without looking up too. Might obligatory ToM have some disadvantages for typically
developing children, disadvantages that ASD individuals are spared?
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Obligatory ToM may make it hard for us to resist the thoughts, beliefs, values and
preferences of others, or to stay ‘true to ourselves’ within the human herd. Conformity
starts surprisingly early in typical development. Pre-schoolers prefer to take
information from ‘non-dissenters’ rather than from dissenters (Corriveau & Harris
2010), and four-year-olds change their answers in public (but not in private) to match
the majority view, even when this is patently wrong (Haun & Tomasello 2011).
A simple experiment by Shutts et al. (2010) demonstrates this conformity effect.
Three-year-olds were asked to choose between two novel (made-up) toys, clothes,
foods or games — one endorsed by a same-sex peer (e.g., ‘My name is Jordan. I love
playing Kazoop. Kazoop is my favourite thing to play.’), the other by an opposite-sex
peer. Children chose the toy, food, game or clothes endorsed by the same-sex peer.
Rather depressingly, when asked why they had chosen that toy, the children in the
study did not refer to the endorser or his or her gender, but simply claimed to like that
one better or referred to the object’s properties; they had no idea where their bias had
really come from.
This conformity and need to belong are powerful throughout childhood and into
adolescence. Over and Carpenter (2009) found that five-year-olds primed with videos
in which one shape was ostracised by a group of shapes, imitated the actions of a
model more closely than children in a control condition. In adolescents, anxiety (specifically fear of negative evaluation) is associated with greater social conformity and
memory suggestibility (Wright et al. 2010). Being, as neurotypicals are, ‘social savants’
has costs as well as benefits.
A beautiful study by Bonawitz et al. (2012) illustrates the potential costs of automatic attribution of intentions. The authors studied the trade-off between instruction
and exploration in typically developing pre-schoolers. They showed that children were
less likely to discover all the hidden functions of a novel toy if a single function had
been demonstrated by a knowledgeable teacher, versus an adult who claimed to have
found the toy, or an adult apparently interrupted after demonstrating a single function.
It appears that the typically developing three-year-olds and four-year-olds inferred
that the knowledgeable adult demonstrated what was relevant, and all that was
relevant—and therefore ceased their own exploration sooner. In Bonawitz et al.’s
words, neurotypical children ‘draw rational (if fallible) inferences about the absence
of information that is not instructed.’
A clear prediction is that children with ASD would not be sensitive to the apparent
knowledge of the adult, and would therefore discover more functions than the typically developing children in the key condition (where a knowledgeable instructor
demonstrates a single function). Thus, in certain circumstances, not attributing
intentions to others may be beneficial. Bonawitz et al. point out that ‘. . . costs and
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benefits of instruction depend on how knowledgeable and helpful the teacher is, and
on how likely the learner is to discover either the target information or novel information on her own. The inductive bias by which teaching constrains the learner’s
hypothesis space cuts both ways.’ In areas of knowledge where previous learners or
authoritative teachers have discovered most of the relevant information, instruction is
hugely time-saving, but in more open-ended domains or where we do not know how
much more there is to discover, the trade-off with exploration may be more costly.
Perhaps people with ASD/high-ASD traits have contributed so much to science
because it is just such a domain? Elsewhere we have speculated that the resistance to
others’ ideas may contribute to originality of thought in ASD, and indirectly to the
talents that are found in perhaps a third of those with ASD (Happé & Vital 2008).

CONCLUSIONS
Social and communication difficulties in ASD may be a direct result of lack of automatic and intuitive attribution of mental states. Here I have argued that the learning
environment for children with ASD is fundamentally altered by lack of intuitive ToM,
with clear downstream consequences. Understanding these is of direct relevance for
helping people with ASD to achieve their full potential, by giving alternative ways to
access information and to develop skills that are socially mediated in neurotypicals.
Such research and intervention efforts will not only benefit those with ASD, they may
also teach us about the limitations imposed on neurotypical learning by our obligatory
mind-reading.
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